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ABSTRACT 
         Item market is a significant piece of money related market in a nation. Ware market is an elective 
venture road to the individuals who need to contribute past offers, securities, land and so forth. India being a 
nation wherein agribusiness involves a fundamental position in general economy, change in costs during the 
collecting time frame has dependably been a noteworthy worry for the cultivating network. Item future 
exchanging has developed as a reasonable choice to support the danger of value instability. Presently with 
the merger of two controllers Securities Exchanges Board of India (SEBI) and Future Market Corporation 
(FMC) the market is required to become further with the expansion in the certainty of financial specialists. 
The merger is gone for streamlining the guidelines and control wild theories in product advertise, while 
encouraging future development. This paper endeavors to illuminate ware advertise in India and to discover 
the effect of the SEBI-FMC merger and furthermore to investigate future development prospects and 
difficulties of ware showcase. 
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INTRODUCTION:  

Item market is a market that encourages exchanging different products. It might be a spot showcase 
or a subsidiaries advertise. In spot advertise wares are purchased and sold for quick conveyance, where as in 
subsidiaries showcase different money related instruments dependent on items are exchanged. Ware fates 
market was especially there in before times in India. Truth be told it was one the most dynamic markets till 
the mid 70s. However, because of various limitations the market couldn't grow further. Since the vast 
majority of these limitations have been evacuated, there is colossal extension for the improvement and 
development of the item prospects advertise in the nation. The Forward Markets Commission (FMC) is the 
main controller of ware fates advertises in India. Starting at July 2014, it managed Rs 17 trillion worth of 
ware exchanges India. It is headquartered in Mumbai and this monetary administrative organization is 
administered by the Ministry of Finance. (Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forward_Markets 
_Commission_ (India)) On 28 September 2015 the FMC was converged with the Securities and Exchange 
Board of India (SEBI). 
 
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 
1. To give a review of item advertise in India  
2. To comprehend the piece of the pie of different item trades in India  
3. To discover which item is most extreme exchanged MCX and NCDEX  
4. To discover the future chances and difficulties of item advertise in India 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The present examination depends on auxiliary information gathered from the sites of various 

Commodity Exchanges, Forward Markets Commission, SEBI, related diaries, Government of India reports, 
and related sites. The period canvassed in the examination is 2011-12 to 2013-14. Straightforward rates are 
utilized as measurable apparatus in the present examination 
 
OVERVIEW OF COMMODITY MARKET IN INDIA 

In India there are 12 perceived Commodity Exchanges of which 6 are National Commodity Exchanges 
and 6 are Commodity Specific Regional Exchanges. The accompanying table shows different product trades 
in India: 
 
CONCLUSION 

Product market has an incredible potential to turn into a different resource class for market shrewd 
financial specialists, arbitrageurs and examiners. Wares are straightforward not normal for value advertise. 
The retail financial specialists ought to comprehend the hazard and focal points before going into item 
advertise. By investigating the earlier year's information, valuing in product prospects are less unstable 
contrasted and value and bonds, accordingly giving an effective portfolio expansion choice. 
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